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The massive international stimulus programs are having the desired effect: the IMF
forecasts for global growth in 2010 and 2011 are now over 4% [chart 1]. This is,
however, being achieved at an extremely high cost in terms of substantially
increased budget deficits and soaring government debt.
In the US, for example, if the economy grows at the 3.0% IMF forecast for this year
it will have been achieved at a cost of almost 10% of GDP in government deficit
spending [chart 2]. Hardly real growth – certainly not sustainable growth!
The situation in other developed markets is not dissimilar. Deutsche Bank
estimates that the average public debt-to-GDP ratio in developed markets will soar
from the already alarming 100% in 2010 to 133% by 2020, and to much higher
levels in the decades beyond.
The pattern of increasing debt shows no signs of being reversed. Indeed, the
opposite is true. The US Democrats long record of ‘entitlement’ legislation has
contributed heavily to the US debt burden. Having been the root cause of the sub-
prime debacle through the Community Reinvestment Act they passed in 1977
(which forced banks to extend loans to previously ‘redlined’ areas – i.e. to bad-risk
homeowners) they have now, at the height of the debt and deficit problems, forced
through Obama’s Health Care Reform Bill. This guarantees medical insurance to
an additional 32 million Americans at a budgeted cost of $950 billion over the next
10 years. (What the hell – it may cost a lot but it will buy millions of votes in the
2012 election!)
What taxpayers are beginning to realize is that government tax breaks and
stimulus packages are effectively loans to the US consumer and remain their
responsibility to service (and hopefully repay!) via higher taxes. At current levels of
debt the share attributable to each US household is $110,000. If the unfunded
liabilities arising from the Social Security and Medicare entitlement programs are
added, each household’s share of the debt, including legislated entitlement
commitments, rises to an astonishing $532,000! The government will either have to
cut back on those promises and/or raise more revenues to fund them. Not positive
for growth.
The cost of servicing just the current debt is already high and will rise sharply once
the prevailing low interest rates escalate to more normal levels. Pressures are
already building [chart 3]. Government debt issuance is set to continue strongly but
will soon be accompanied by rising private sector demand (for inventories, working
capital and capex) as the economic recovery gathers momentum. Given solid
balance sheet capacity and low interest rates, debt instruments will be preferred to
equity issues. Even consumers, as confidence in the recovery grows, will again
start utilising whatever debt facilities are available. The increased demand will
significantly raise rates and thus government funding costs. (The Fed has already
recognised this and has begun to lengthen its book at its weekly auctions in order
to reduce its exposure to higher rates once its short term debt rolls over.) Thus,
despite the benign inflation outlook, rates are due to rise strongly. 
The US deficits and borrowing levels are not too far removed from those troubled
countries in Europe whose sovereign debt levels are causing so much concern.
Add to this the risk that the Democrats will dig the hole ever deeper despite the
impact of entitlement promises already made, it is clear that the long term outlook
for the US is unsettling to say the least. (Chart 4 shows the Congressional Budget
Office forecast of budget deficits under current legislation and growth forecasts.
The green bars reflect the outcome if Obama's latest budget proposals are
accepted.)
This depressing debt:deficit outlook for the US is mirrored in most of the other
developed nations. This suggests two outcomes: anaemic growth in the developed
countries once the stimulus impact begins to wane, and an even greater
preference for investment in the developing world.
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